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Abstract
Considering traditional MAC protocols for Wireless Sensor
Networks cannot provide service differentiation for different
traffic classes, we propose a Self-adaption QoS-aware MAC
protocol (SQ-MAC). The protocol can provide collision-free
time slots for nodes, and take different contention window size
for different traffic classes. It can also introduce virtual multiqueue and relatively fair scheduling mechanism for data packets.
Simulation results show that, compared with the low priority
traffic, the transmission quality of high priority traffic is
effectively improved, in terms of packet delivery ratio, latency
and so on. Additionally, compared with S-MAC and DQ-MAC,
SQ-MAC also maintains a good network performance.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, service differentiation,
QoS-aware MAC.

1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is a multi-hop and selforganizing network system, it’s composed of a large
number of tiny sensor nodes, which is formed through
wireless communication [1]. With the development of
science and technology, the related technologies of WSN
become more and more mature. Simple data acquired by
WSN have been unable to meet the comprehensive needs
of people. The traffic class diversification has become the
development direction. However, the traditional Media
Access Control (MAC) protocols are assumed to use a
single Best Effort (BE) data transfer model, a variety of
traffic classes fairly competing network resources, not
conducive to the higher quality of service (QoS)
requirements of some network applications. So, it has a
relatively positive significance to research the QoS-aware
MAC protocols [2].
MAC protocols for WSN can be divided into scheduling
class, competitive class and hybrid class according to the
channel access modes [3]. Literature [4] presented a QoSaware MAC protocol based on competition, which can
adapt well to the changing network conditions. While,

there is no synchronization between nodes, which is likely
to introduce serious problems including idle listening and
early sleeping. Additionally, the protocol uses an unfair
packet scheduling, causing that the lower priority packets
suffer from higher latencies. The main idea of Literature [5]
is that, based on service differentiation ， an additional
channel listening time was introduced for high priority
traffic. As a result, compared to the low priority traffic, the
high priority traffic can achieve more chance to be
delivered. Although the protocol improves high priority
traffic’s network performance, it doesn’t consider the
increasing latency and energy consumption caused by data
collision and idle listening.
Literature [6] presented a QoS-aware MAC protocol based
on scheduling, which can bound latency and reliability of
data. However, it is easy to cause synchronization errors
accumulation due to each node synchronizes its clock with
its parent node, thus it does not scale well for large WSN.
Literature [7] presented M-ASAP based on TDMA, it
makes data section and control section cleverly designed in
a crossed style, and the binary tree method is adopted in
the slot allocation algorithm. M-ASAP avoids the jitter
between various time slots, and achieves QoS-aware
according to slot allocation algorithm. However, it
increases extra latency and energy consumption caused by
binary tree when the network load is low.
Literature [8] presented a hybrid QoS-aware MAC
protocol, I-MAC. Although I-MAC combines the strength
of both TDMA and CSMA, it still needs tight clock
synchronization which is a well-known drawback of
TDMA. Additionally, possessing up-to-date neighbor
information and slot schedule in highly dynamic networks
is a great challenge. Literature [9] also presented a hybrid
MAC protocol. It makes the nodes dynamically form the
priority table of time slots according to traffic classes of
nodes, and competing for these time slots. Simulation
results show that, the MAC protocol can assure QoS of
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data, while its scalability is terrible because the MAC
parameters are fixed.
Energy consumption is the primary consideration factor for
WSN, so MAC protocols not only meet the requirements
of related applications, but also consider energy
consumption of network. S-MAC is the first MAC protocol
for the energy saving requirements of WSN, which reduces
idle listening by using the duty cycle mechanism,
eliminates overhearing and guarantee the data integrity by
using RTS/CTS/DATE/ACK data exchange mechanism,
reduces the latency of multi-hop transmission by using the
adaptive listening [10, 11].
On the basis of S-MAC, we propose a QoS-aware MAC
protocol, SQ-MAC. SQ-MAC realizes collision-free
transmission by exchanging control frames, and makes the
high priority traffic has more time slots for data transfer.
Additionally, it uses adaptive back-off mechanism to
provide different contention window (CW) for the different
priority traffic classes, and uses virtual multi-queue and
fair scheduling mechanism to ensure QoS of all traffic
classes. Thus, the high priority traffic will consume more
network resources than the low priority traffic.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the SQ-MAC is described. In Section 3, we present the
analytical model of SQ-MAC, while the simulation results
are shown and discussed in Section 4. Finally, we conclude
the work in Section 5.

SQ-MAC is a kind of QoS-aware MAC protocol for
network applications with multi traffic classes, which uses
periodic wake mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1, including
synchronization phase, scheduling phase and data phase.
Whole period
Scheduling

Data Phase

Phase
Tst
Thall

Twc

by exchanging the RTSn/CTSn control frame, as shown in
Fig. 2, including the selected time slot. The number of time
slots is set to S, it’s determined by network nodes density,
and the length of scheduling phase is proportional to S.
When network load is light, the nodes do not need to keep
idle listening for the entire scheduling phase. So a time
threshold is defined, Thall, which is the maximum time of
nodes transmission RTSn in the ideal condition (no data
collision) . If the duration time of channel being idle longer
than Thall, unrelated nodes will turn to sleep.
The data phase is divided into a series of same length time
slots, so the time length of data phase is equal to S multiply
by Tst, where S is time slots number, T st is the time length
of single time slot. In theory, only one pair of nodes can
exchange data in each time slot, so Tst is equal to the time
length of a whole RTS/CTS/DATE/ACK data exchange in
the ideal condition.
The sender will be awaken for data transmission in the
scheduled time slot. If the fading channel or data collision
show up, time slots scheduling may fail, so a time
threshold is defined, TWC, which is the time of nodes
transmission RTS/CTS in ideal condition. The waiting
time of nodes waiting for data packets and RTS control
frame is TWC.
type
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Fig. 2: Structure of RTSn/CTSn.

2. SQ-MAC Design
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In this paper, we have two traffic classes which are RT
(Real-time) and NRT (Non-real-time), in the same
sequence as their priorities. RT has higher QoS
requirements on latency and higher packet delivery, which
is used to send audio, video, etc. While, NRT has lower
QoS requirements on latency and high packet delivery,
which is used to transmit text, pictures, etc. SQ-MAC can
achieve QoS-aware function through realizing service
differentiation of two traffic classes [12, 13].

Twc

Fig. 1: Periodic wake mechanism of SQ-MAC.

In synchronization phase, similar to S-MAC, the virtual
cluster is formed by the exchange of the synchronous
frame first. To maintain time synchronization of the same
virtual cluster, all nodes need to regularly broadcast their
own scheduling information.
In scheduling phase, the sender and the corresponding
receiver are required to complete the time slot scheduling

2.1 Slot-scheduling Mechanism
The slot-scheduling mechanism is that, nodes can schedule
time slots by exchanging RTSn/CTSn control frame in
scheduling phase. After completing time slots scheduling,
only one pair of nodes exchange data in corresponding
time slot, which can eliminate data collision in theory.
The performance indicators of latency and packet delivery
rate will be improved if the traffic class has more time slots.
As shown in Fig. 3, SQ-MAC divides all time slots of data
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phase into two parts. The first part are only allocated to RT,
while both RT and NRT can use the second part. It means
RT can use time slots’ number is S, while NRT can only
use time slots’ number is C(S>C). Based on the relevant
requirements of network applications, SQ-MAC
determines the time slots’ proportions about different
traffic classes.
Data Phase
RT

RT

RT

RT/NRT

RT/NRT

RT/NRT

C
S

3

analyzing slot-scheduling mechanism, nodes can determine
whether to contend channel before the scheduling phase is
over.
Step1: CWcur=[CWmax+CWmin/2]
Step2: Observe the result of RTSn/CTSn transmit
Step3: If RTSn Success
Step4:CWmod=int[rand[RTdown,1]]*(CWmin-CWcur)]
CWmod=int[rand[0,NRTdown]]*(CWmin-CWcur)]
Step5: If RTSn Fail
Step6: CWmod=int[rand[0,RTup]]*(CWmax-CWcur)]
CWmod=int[rand[NRTup,1]]*(CWmax-CWcur)]
Step7: CWcur=CWcur+CWmod

Fig. 3: Division of time slots in data phase.

Fig. 4: Algorithm of adaptive CW for channel contention

The briefly process of slot-scheduling mechanism is as
follows. In scheduling phase, the time slot number will be
initialized to X, which is the first available time slot
number of different traffic classes, Thus, the range of
nodes scheduling time slots number is [X, S]. During
scheduling phase, nodes need to make some judgments if
they have listened the unrelated RTSn/CTSn, which are as
follows:

Node checks the recording address information of
control frame. If source node or destination node is
its own destination node, the node will cancel the
time slot scheduling.

Node checks the recording destination node of
control frame, whether it belongs to the same virtual
cluster. If it is, according to the control frame, node
will remove the time slot number which cannot be
scheduled. If the current time slot can be scheduled is
0, the node will cancel the time slot scheduling.

The algorithm pseudo-code is shown in Fig. 4, where
CWcur is the current CW value, CWmax is the maximum
CW value, CWmin is the minimum CW value, and
CWmod is the modified CW value. Nodes dynamically
adjust CWcur size by observing the transmission result of
RTSn in real-time. RTdown and NRTdown are the
decreasing factors of CW size, while RTup and NRTup are
the increasing factors of CW size. Because
0<RTup<NRTup<1 and 1>RTdown>NRTdown>0, SQMAC increases CW size faster for lower priority traffic, on
the other hand, decreases CW size faster for higher priority
traffic. RT always has a relatively high probability of
access channel when compared with NRT.

For CSMA/CA mechanism, nodes need to use random
back-off in the process of channel contention. The
probability of nodes access channel is mainly effected by
the CW size, that is, CW is more smaller, node access
channel is more easier [14, 15]. SQ-MAC can achieve
service differentiation by setting different CW size for
different priority traffic classes. In addition, the WSN data
generally are sudden, which requires MAC protocols to
have good dynamic adaptability. In scheduling phase, an
adaptive back-off mechanism is proposed for different
traffic classes. Considering the time length of scheduling
phase is limited, during the back-off process, nodes do not
reset their back-off timer but temporarily freeze the timer if
they have listened the unrelated RTSn/CTSn. After

Receive

Send

(a) Single-queue architecture

Receive

RT Packet Queue

NRT Packet Queue

(b) multi-queue architecture

Fig. 5: Queue architecture of data scheduler.
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2.2 Adaptive Back-off Mechanism

MAC protocols that employ service differentiation to
classify the carried traffic class into different priority levels
and the MAC protocol either maintaining a single queue
for every traffic class or separating queues for each of
them. As shown in Fig. 5(a), main drawback of the singlequeue scheme is the high cost of managing relatively long
data queue. Since different priority packets are stored in
the same queue, it is impractical to keep them sorted and
process the packets according to their priorities. While, as
shown in Fig. 5(b), the multi-queue scheme chops the long
single queue into pieces and employs smaller different
priority queues. In this way, packets can be served with a
simple FIFO fashion for each priority and additional
sorting or searching operations are not needed [16].

Packet
Classifier

After nodes successfully access channel, it will schedule
the smallest time slot in all available slots, And the nodes
which don’t need to transmit data will send corresponding
control frame, CTSn base on the receiving RTSn.

2.3 Virtual Multi-queue and Fair Scheduling
Mechanism

Send
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However, if the higher priority queue is always before the
lower priority queue explicitly, there is possibility of
intolerable performance for lower priority traffic in terms
of latency and packet delivery ratio. A fair scheduling
mechanism is proposed, where each traffic class has its
own weight value by recording the specific time of data
packets into queue. Packet scheduling of SQ-MAC selects
the next serviced packet based on weights of data packets.
Step1: Weightcur=DW*IT
Step2: Check the weight of first packet in each queue
Step3: Send the minimum weight of data packet
Fig.6: Algorithm of fair scheduling for data

The pseudo-code is shown in Fig. 6, where IT is the time
of data packets coming into the data queue, DW is the
default variable of weight, Weightcur is the weight of data
packets. Because DW(NRT)>DW(RT), SQ-MAC can
ensure the NRTs’ QoS requirements while providing
service differentiation.

3. Analytical Model Of SQ-MAC
In this section, we research the QoS-aware function
according to analyze packet delivery ratio, latency and
energy consumption in theory.

4

shown in Fig. 7, in the Markov chain, the states of nodes
are defined by pairs of integers {a(t), b(t)} as follows.
Before control frame is sent:
P c, k|c, k  1  1, c  n, m , k  0, c  2.
(1)
P{c,k|c,k+1} represents the transition probability from the
state {a(t)=c, b(t)=k+1} to the state {a(t+1)=c, b(t+1)=k},
Eq. (1) represents that the random timer minus 1 in the
beginning of moment t.
After control frame is sent:
P c, k | c,0  1  P  / c, c   n, m , k  0, c  1.

(2)

P c, k | c,0  P / i, i  n, m  , k  0, c 1.

(3)

P m, k | m,0  P / m, k  0, m 1.

(4)

P n, k | n,0  1  P  / n, k  0, n 1.

(5)

Eq. (2) represents that CWcur randomly increases after a
successful transmission, then CW value is randomly
selected from [0, c-1]. Eq. (3) represents that CWcur
randomly decreases after a failing transmission, then CW
value is randomly selected from [0, c-1]. Eq. (4) represents
that CW can only be randomly selected from [ 0, m-1],
when CWcur reaching the maximum size after a
transmission failure. Eq. (5) represents that CW can only
be randomly selected from [ 0, n-1], when CWcur reaching
the minimum size after a successful transmission.
1-P/n

3.1 Packet Delivery Ratio
n,0

SQ-MAC realizes collision-free data exchange in data
phase, so we analyze the packet delivery ratio by analyzing
random back-off of scheduling phase.

1-P/n
………

n,1

…
P/c

………

1-P/c

Assuming the sensor nodes’ number within the network is
w, network is saturated, which means that there are data
packets to be sent in every data queue. This paper uses
random variable, a(t) repesents the current size of CW, b(t)
is the current value of CW at moment t. So as to construct
a two-dimensional discrete time Markov chain, {a(t), b(t)}.
The remaining parameters are defined as follows:

k: the current value of CW;

c: the size of CW after a random variation, which is
an uncertain number;

d: the times of CW random changes, which is an
uncertain number;

m: maximum size of CW, m=CWmax;

n: minimum size of CW, n=CWmin.
We define that the probability of RTSn/CTSn transmission
failure is P. The wireless channel is assumed to be well, so
the failing reason of nodes access channel is mainly data
collision. Additionally, when nodes density reaches a
certain level, P is a constant in theory. In this paper, we
make a model about adaptive back-off mechanism. As

c,0

c,1

………
P/c

…

………

………

c,c-2

c,c-1

………
P/m

1-P/c
m,0

n,n-1

m,1

…

m,m-2

m,m-1

P/m
Fig. 7: Markov model of back-off process in scheduling phase.

According to the ergodicity of Markov chain, we know
stationary distribution of {a(t),b(t)} is limit distribution, so
we define the limit distribution:
bc , k  lim P a  t   c, b  t   k  ,
t 
(6)
i   n, m , k  0, c  1.
Eq. (6) is the limit distribution of {a(t), b(t)}, so bc,0 has
the following properties:
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bc1,0 * P  bc 2,0  bc ,0  P d * bn,0 ,

(7)

c1  c 2, c   n, m , d  1,   .
bn,0 * P d 1  1  P  * bc,0  bc,0 
d2

c   n, m , d  1,   .

Pd
* bn,0 ,
1 P

(8)

1  P d 1  P dn
* bn,0 , d  [1,  ).
(9)
1 P
cn
According to the regularity of the Markov chain, we get
bc,k:
 1  P  * bn,0 , c  n

c  k  P * bc ,0 , c   n, m 
(10)
bc , k 
*
.
c
1  P  * bc ,0 , c   n, m 

P * bm,0 , c  m

cm

 bc,0 

Put Markov normalization, all bc,k is represented by bn,0
and P:
2
bn,0 
,

c
m

Pd 2
1 
d1
*
P
*
c

*
m

(11)


1 p
1 P 
 cn

c   n, m , d  1,   .

We define that the probability of RTSn/CTSn transmission
success is q. When network is stable, q is equal to the sum
of nodes’ successful transmission probabilities in each time
slot.
c m
bn,0
q   bc ,0 1  P  
(12)
1  P   bn,0 .
1 P
c n
In this case, if there are w nodes in the network, the
probability of control frame transmission failure is equal to
the probability of the remaining (w/m)-1 nodes sending
data, then P:
w

P  1  1  q  m .
1

(13)

The data transmission is completed by the relay nodes’
transmission, so packet delivery ratio of SQ-MAC is
determined by the packet delivery rate of single node. In
theory, collision-free data exchange in scheduling time slot,
after completing time slots scheduling. So the packet
delivery ratio of data that nodes can achieve is determined
by the packet delivery rate of RTSn/CTSn control frame.
For different traffic classes, since RTdown>NRTdown,
RTup<NRTup, RT’s d is greater than NRT’s d in CW
increase process, and RT’s d is less than NRT’s d in the
CW decrease process, so PRT <PNRT, that is, the packet
delivery ratio of RT is greater than NRT.

5

entered the source node’s data queue to successfully
received by the destination node.
For RT, the latency expression is as shown in Eq. (14),
where Tqueue-RT is the queue latency of RT, z is the upper
limit of RTSn retransmission, Tsync is the time of status
update and synchronization in synchronization phase, T sc is
the time length of scheduling phase, Tcycle is the time length
of period.
jz

TRT  Tsync  Tsc  2Tst  *  1  PRT  PRT j
j 0

jz

 P
j 0

j
RT

(14)

1  PRT  j * Tcycle +Tqueue  RT .

For NRT, the latency expression is as shown in Eq. (15),
where Tqueue-NRT is the queue latency of NRT.
jz

j
TNRT  Tsync  Tsc   S  C  2  * Tst  *  1  PNRT  PNRT
j 0

jz

j
  PNRT
1  PNRT  j * Tcycle  Tqueue  NRT .
j 0

(15)
Since SQ-MAC uses priority queue mechanism in the
process of data scheduling, RT can more easily be sent
than NRT, that is, Tqueue-RT<Tqueue-NRT. Additionally,
PRT<PNRT, it is found that Tlatency-RT <Tlatency-NRT in
conclusion.

3.3 Energy Consumption
The related scholars usually use listening time of nodes to
measure the energy consumption of network. This paper
also uses it to measure the energy consumption of SQMAC.
In the ideal condition, we analyze the listening time of SQMAC in Eq. (16), where Tbackoff is the time of channel
contention in scheduling phase.
Timeideal  Tsync  Tbackoff  Tst .
(16)
When network load is light, there is Tbackoff=0, Tst=Thall.
Therefore, the listening time is:
(17)
Timelight  Tsync  Thall.
When the network is saturated, we further analyze the
listening time of SQ-MAC, as shown in Eq. (18).
jz

Time  Timeideal  1  P  P j
j 0

jz

  j 1  P  P j Tsync  Tbackoff  .

(18)

j 0

3.2 Latency
In this section, we assume that nodes realize collision-free
in data phase, so the end-to-end latency is equal to the
transmission time of data packets, which from successfully

After analysis, we found the energy consumption of
different traffic classes are not the same. When the load is
light, TimeRT=TimeNRT, because the idle listening time is
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Thall. When the load is saturation, we can see that
TimeRT<TimeNRT, because PRT<PNRT.

4. Simulation Results
In order to further research the performance of SQ-MAC,
we use network simulation software NS2 (Network
Simulator version 2) to simulate SQ-MAC in a multi-hop
crossover network topology. As shown in Fig. 8, the
network topology is the orthogonal superposition of two
multi-hop chain networks, and it is mainly used to test the
MAC capacity for avoiding or decomposing data collision.
Moreover, we make a comparison with S-MAC and DQMAC.

6

Fig. 9 shows the effect of time slots ratio on the latency of
different traffic classes, we set RTdown=NRTup=0.6,
RTup=NRTdown=0.2, DW(NRT)=1, DW(RT)=0.3 and
S=6. When C increased from 1 to 6, the latency of NRT is
gradually close to RT. While NRT won't be better than RT
because the factors of CW and data queue.

Source Node2

Fig. 9: Effect of time slots ratio on the latency.
SINK1

Source Node1

SINK2

Fig. 8: Multi-hop crossover network topology in simulation.

Fig. 10 shows the effect of CW parameters on the CW size
of different traffic classes, we set DW(NRT)=1,
DW(RT)=0.3, S=6, C=3, RTdown=0.6 and RTup=0.2.
When NRTdown increased from 0.1 to 0.6, and NRTup
decreased from 0.6 to 0.1 simultaneously, the CW size of
NRT has gradually decreased, while RT maintains a
relatively stable value.

In the simulation, the source nodes generate CBR traffic,
and continually send to SINK node. For SQ-MAC, one
source node sends RT, and another node sends NRT. We
assume that the two source nodes simultaneously send data
packets and network's hops (path length) are 6.
Table 1: Partial Simulation Parameter Setting

Parameter

Value

transmission distance

250m

data packet length

50Byte

simulation time

1000s

routing

DSR

sending power

22.6mw

received power

15.1mw

listening power

15mw

sleeping power

0.5mw

CWmax

63

CWmin

15

Fig. 10: Effect of CW parameters on the CW size.

Fig. 11 shows the effect of queue weight on the latency of
different traffic classes, we set RTdown=NRTup=0.6,
RTup=NRTdown=0.2, C=3, S=6 and DW(NRT)=1. When
DW(RT) increased from 0.1 to 1, the latency of NRT is
gradually close to RT, while NRT is always higher than
RT.

Firstly, we simulate the effect of SQ-MAC parameters on
QoS-aware function, wherein the packet arrival interval of
nodes is set to 5s.
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NRT, the probability of SQ-MAC-RT access channel is
higher, the number of available time slots is more, and the
time slots is more forward, so the latency of SQ-MAC-RT
is reduced by nearly 25%.

Fig. 11: Effect of queue weight on the latency.

We simulate the network performance of all protocols
when the packet arrival interval increasing from 1s to 10s,
which shows that the load is from high to low, Additionally,
for
SQ-MAC,
we
set
RTdown=NRTup=0.6,
RTup=NRTdown=0.2, DW(NRT)=1, DW(RT)=0.3, S=6
and C=3. For S-MAC, both source nodes send data packets
with the same priority level. For DQ-MAC, we reset all
MAC parameters to the default values, wherein one source
node sends RT, and another node sends BE [5].

Fig. 13: Average latency with the load varies.

Fig. 14 shows the variation of total energy consumption.
SQ-MAC makes unrelated nodes turn to sleep during
network data exchange, thus reducing idle listening time of
nodes. The energy consumption of SQ-MAC is reduced by
nearly 22% when compared to S-MAC, and reduced by
nearly 20% when compared to DQ-MAC.

Fig. 12 shows the variation of packet delivery ratio. When
packet arrival interval is low, because SQ-MAC can
reduce the probability of data collision in the process of
data exchange, the packet delivery ratio of SQ-MAC is
obviously better than other MAC protocols. Compared
with SQ-MAC-NRT, there’re more time slots can be used
for SQ-MAC-RT to send data packets, so the packet
delivery ratio of SQ-MAC-RT has increased by nearly
15%. With the increase of packet arrival interval, network
load is gradually lower and the packet delivery ratios of all
protocols ultimately reach a constant level.
Fig. 14: Average energy consumption with the load varies.

5. Conclusions

Fig. 12: Average packet delivery ratio with the load varies.

Fig. 13 shows the variation of latency. Because the process
of SQ-MAC data exchange is dispersed to the entire data
phase, SQ-MAC can send more data packets in the same
time compared with S-MAC and DQ-MAC, so the latency
of SQ-MAC is lower than them. Compared with SQ-MAC-

This paper proposes a QoS-aware MAC protocol, SQMAC. The protocol uses slot-scheduling mechanism,
adaptive back-off mechanism, virtual multi-queue and fair
scheduling mechanism to make the MAC protocol acquire
the advantages of low collision, low power consumption,
and adaptation on the premise of achieves service
differentiation. Simulation results show that, compared
with the S-MAC and DQ-MAC, SQ-MAC has a better
network performance in term of data delivery ratio, latency
and energy consumption. Additionally, the high priority
traffic consumes more network resources compared with
the low priority traffic.
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